
   Cutlery & Utensils

 Al Desko Work Cutlery Set (assorted)
by PORT STYLE

ISBN: 5060437491036
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

A portable set of cutlery that's just the right size for work, picnics, camping, or for keeping in your vehicle.Includes a spoon, fork, and knife. 18/10 stainless
steel heads. Dishwasher safe. BPA Free. Comes with a sealable case that keeps food debris inside.Available in blue, green, and grey handles. Please specify
which colour(s) you would like when adding this item to your cart.

 Aroma Herb/spice Slicer
by ADHOC

ISBN: 4037571330867
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Slice your spice in style with the AdHoc Aroma Herb Slicer. Designed for dried herbs and spices, and suitable for: chili, lemongrass, coriander, sesame,
anise, caraway, etc. Aroma sealing cap to protect blades and keep surface clean.

 Bamboo Cutlery Set (mandarin)
by EKOBO

ISBN: 718117634376
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $11.00

Bambino Trio Cutlery Set includes a fork, a knife and a spoon. Designed for pint-sized hands, this set is ideal for kids 3 and up who begin to mimic cutting
and shoveling food with fork and knife. These utensils pair perfectly with our Bambino Collection which includes bowls, cups and plates.

 Bamboo Cutlery Set (rose)
by EKOBO

ISBN: 718117634383
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $11.00

Bambino Trio Cutlery Set includes a fork, a knife and a spoon. Designed for pint-sized hands, this set is ideal for kids 3 and up who begin to mimic cutting
and shoveling food with fork and knife. These utensils pair perfectly with our Bambino Collection which includes bowls, cups and plates.
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 Bamboo Cutlery Set (white)

by EKOBO

ISBN: 718117634390
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $11.00

Bambino Trio Cutlery Set includes a fork, a knife and a spoon. Designed for pint-sized hands, this set is ideal for kids 3 and up who begin to mimic cutting
and shoveling food with fork and knife. These utensils pair perfectly with our Bambino Collection which includes bowls, cups and plates.

 Bamboo Honey Dipper
by BAMBU

ISBN: 871853006095
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $6.25

Warm golden light slants through the kitchen window, perfectly mimicking the color of the honey in the jar. The perfect addition to this cozy picture, with its
snug curtains and grandmotherly touches, is a classic honey dipper.This 6-inch honey dipper is a perfect example of a classic that has been updated, and
designed just a little differently. The sleek profile controls honey flow and fits naturally in your hand. Easy to wash with warm soapy water, this item will
quickly become an indispensable part of your kitchen. Use it to drizzle honey in your tea, on your toast or cornbread, or measure it into teaspoons and
tablespoons for baking. Never has an accessory made sweets so easy, or so fun.

 Bamboo Spoon Set (multicolour, Set Of 4)
by EKOBO

ISBN: 718117634345
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $11.00

The Bambino Quatro spoon set features 4 multi-colour spoons in cheery tones.

 Bamboo Straws (short, 6 Pack)
by BAMBU

ISBN: 871853008198
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

Juice, ice tea, smoothies or cocktails, a bamboo straw is perfect for all your favourite drinks. Replace plastic straws with these natural bamboo straws.Made
from sustainably harvested bamboo and USDA certified organic, these straws are reusable and easy to clean.This pack comes with six 5-3/4" long straws.
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 3-in-1 Baster

by CUISIPRO

ISBN: 065506073002
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $21.00

BPA free, durable and versatile, this will be the only baster you’ll need and want to use for years to come- Made of see-through, durable and heat resistant
Tritan material
- Includes silicone brush and nylon shower head attachments
- Large volume body (50 mL)
- Easy to disassemble and clean – dishwasher safe
- Durable and easy to squeeze silicone bulb
- Frosted window with measurements

 Basting Brush (azure Blue)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870232296
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Inspired by a classic artist's brush, the Revolution® Basting Brush features a crown shape and conical bristles that provide extra control and even distribution
of sauces and marinades.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional innovations in the kitchen, with all-new
advances for superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil features a task-defined blade made from
premium silicone, as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen tasks.

 Basting Brush (black)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870062428
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Inspired by a classic artist's brush, the Revolution® Basting Brush features a crown shape and conical bristles that provide extra control and even distribution
of sauces and marinades.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional innovations in the kitchen, with all-new
advances for superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil features a task-defined blade made from
premium silicone, as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen tasks.
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 Basting Brush (marseille Blue)

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090667
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Inspired by a classic artist's brush, the Revolution® Basting Brush features a crown shape and conical bristles that provide extra control and even distribution
of sauces and marinades.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional innovations in the kitchen, with all-new
advances for superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil features a task-defined blade made from
premium silicone, as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen tasks.

 Chobs Cutting Board Feet (set Of 4)
by DREAMFARM

ISBN: 9334084004502
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $16.00

Chobs are non-slip chopping board feet that clip onto any chopping board and raise it up off your bench, so you can flip it over and chop on both sides. You
always wash both sides of your cutting board, now you can hygienically use both sides of it too.

 Copper Cloth
by REDECKER

ISBN: 4037892501335
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.00

EVERY DAY USE: Perfect for every day cleaning; give a variety of surfaces that extra shine; remove stubborn dirt and rust with easeGENTLE BUT
STRONG: Non-abrasive copper is great at cleaning pots, pans, sinks, ovens, ceramic cooktops, glass, stainless steel and more; cleans thoroughly without
scratchingEXTREMELY DURABLE: Made to last from double-layered copper fiber for extra strengthNOT JUST FOR THE KITCHEN: Also ideal for all
shiny parts of bicycles and motorcycles, as well as for glass and chrome parts and aluminum rims on carsMACHINE WASHABLE: The two-ply material is
machine-washable in warm water at a max of 140°F; place in a net bag or sock; not suitable for Teflon or other non-stick surfaces; use in wet condition only;
made in The Netherlands

 Grater Jar Set
by KILNER

ISBN: 5010853233840
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

Grating your cheese has never been so easy with the Kilner® Grater Jar Set. Simply place the grater attachment onto the top of your Kilner® jar and grate
your favourite cheese straight into the jar below. Included in the set is a 0.5L jar with iconic clip top lid, perfect for sealing in freshness and storing in the
fridge. The grater attachment also fits Kilner® clip top jars including 0.5L, 1L, 1.5L and 2L sizes. Dishwasher safe (seal removed).Contents: 0.5L Round
Clip Top Jar; Stainless Steel Grater Attachment; Silicone Fitting Seal; Gift Box.
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 Herb & Spice Jar

by DANESCO

ISBN: 054067218175
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $4.00

These herb and spice jars feature a contemporary look, and the chrome lids provide three different options: shake, pour, or seal.

 Herb Scissors
by LOVE HERBS

ISBN: 5060437490848
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Perfect for snipping sprigs straight from the pot.These herb scissors are unique in that they have a specially designed holder that stabs into the soil at the base
of the plant. This means that they can be kept in your herb pot and are always there ready to use just when you need them.

 Juicer Jar Set
by KILNER

ISBN: 5010853233833
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Juice and store your citrus fruits straight into a Kilner® jar with the juicer jar set from Kilner. The set includes a 0.5L Kilner® jar with iconic clip top lid,
ideal for sealing in freshness and storing in the fridge. The Kilner® juicer attachment also fits Kilner® clip top jars including 0.5L, 1L, 1.5L and 2L sizes.
Dishwasher safe (seal removed).Contents: 0.5L Round Clip Top Jar; Glass Juicer attachment; Silicone Fitting Seal; Gift Box.

 Levoop Measuring Scoop (black)
by DREAMFARM

ISBN: 9334084002508
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.50

Levoop is an adjustable levelling measuring scoop. Whether you’re measuring ground coffee, protein powder or baby formula, Levoop’s adjustable set-and-
forget base stays at the precise volume required. Simply scoop up your ingredient, then slide the button to level and create a consistent and accurate measure.
Levoop’s scraper ring is also shaped like a funnel to help get your powder where you want it to go.
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 Levups Measuring Cups (blue) - Set Of 4

by DREAMFARM

ISBN: 9334084002416
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Levups are our incredible levelling measuring cups that are perfect for both dry and liquid ingredients. Each Levup is clearly marked with cup, ounce and
millilitre measuring lines for liquids. For dry ingredients, Levups handles squeeze together to make a scraper swipe across and push off any excess, leaving
you with a perfectly level and accurate measurement. Levups are a set of 4 measuring cups that snap together for storage and can be easily snapped apart so
you only have to wash the dirty ones.

 Levups Measuring Cups (blue) - Set Of 4levups Measuring Cups (red) - Set
Of 4
by DREAMFARM

ISBN: 9334084002324
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Levups are our incredible levelling measuring cups that are perfect for both dry and liquid ingredients. Each Levup is clearly marked with cup, ounce and
millilitre measuring lines for liquids. For dry ingredients, Levups handles squeeze together to make a scraper swipe across and push off any excess, leaving
you with a perfectly level and accurate measurement. Levups are a set of 4 measuring cups that snap together for storage and can be easily snapped apart so
you only have to wash the dirty ones.

 Measuring Cups (stainless Steel)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870105712
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $50.00

Each a miniature version of the Le Creuset Chef's Pan, these ¼,1/3 , ½, and 1 cup Measuring Cups bring precision to measuring ingredients when baking and
cooking. Made of heavy gauge stainless steel with a polished and brushed finish, they're also Dishwasher-Safe.

 Measuring Spoons (stainless Steel)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870105705
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

A must for any working kitchen, these stylish measuring spoons are crafted from high-quality materials and perfectly complement any collection of Le
Creuset stainless steel cookware. Five spoons measure 1/8 tsp, 1/4 tsp, 1/2 tsp, 1 tsp and 1 tbsp.
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 Pepe Chilli Cutter

by AD HOC

ISBN: 4037571330843
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 02/14
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

The PEPE chili cutter speaks a powerful visual language: For Chilies Only! The cutter is equipped with the patented original AdHoc PreciseCut® a special
cutting mechanism, which has been designed for the optimal cutting of dried herbs and spices. It is also characterized by its exceptional and elegant acrylic
and stainless steel design. Featuring clear plastic containers to give a free view of the chilies inside, it turns this hottest of all spices into a real eye-catcher on
your table.

 Piccolo Slotted Spoon
by CUISIPRO

ISBN: 065506377056
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $12.50

Silicone head is heat-resistant and provides the perfect tool for stirring, sautéing and mixing. Non-slip handle for comfort and safety. Heat-resistant to
572°F/300°C. Slots for easy draining. Dishwasher safe. Dimensions: 8" / 20 cm

 Salt Mill (black)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870106191
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Le Creuset 20 cm Salt Mills are a beautiful combination of modern technology, classic form and our iconic colours. The ceramic grinder is strong enough to
crack peppercorns and corrosion-resistant for grinding salt. Adjust the grind setting with a simple turn of the knob.

 Salt Mill (caribbean Turquoise)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870127134
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Le Creuset 20 cm Salt Mills are a beautiful combination of modern technology, classic form and our iconic colours. The ceramic grinder is strong enough to
crack peppercorns and corrosion-resistant for grinding salt. Adjust the grind setting with a simple turn of the knob.
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 Salt Mill (flame Orange)

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870106184
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Le Creuset 20 cm Salt Mills are a beautiful combination of modern technology, classic form and our iconic colours. The ceramic grinder is strong enough to
crack peppercorns and corrosion-resistant for grinding salt. Adjust the grind setting with a simple turn of the knob.

 Salt Mill (marseille Blue)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870127196
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Le Creuset 20 cm Salt Mills are a beautiful combination of modern technology, classic form and our iconic colours. The ceramic grinder is strong enough to
crack peppercorns and corrosion-resistant for grinding salt. Adjust the grind setting with a simple turn of the knob.

 Spadle (black)
by DREAMFARM

ISBN: 9334084004212
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.50

Spadle is the incredibly versatile spoon that twists into a ladle. As a large cooking spoon it has all of the features of our best-selling Supoon – a flat squeegee
tip to scrape your pan or bowl clean, a deep ½ cup scooping head, heaps of useful measuring lines, and a handle that acts as a built-in spoon rest. A simple
twist of Spadle’s handle cleverly transforms it into a ladle perfect for serving soups or stews.

 Spatula (azure Blue) - Large
by LE CRUESET

ISBN: 630870232289
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The Revolution® Large Spatula's extra-broad and strong blade is durable enough for mixing large quantities, as well as heavy dough and thick batters, and is
available with an extended handle for reaching into deep pots and bowls.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional
innovations in the kitchen, with all-new advances for superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil
features a task-defined blade made from premium silicone, as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen
tasks.
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 Spatula (azure Blue) - Medium

by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870232265
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Designed to be the optimal size and strength for the most commonly performed kitchen tasks, the Revolution® Medium Spatula is perfect for folding
medium-to-dense batter, stirring, mixing and Sautéing.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional innovations in the
kitchen, with all-new advances for superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil features a task-defined
blade made from premium silicone, as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen tasks.

 Spatula Spoon (azure Blue)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870232272
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

This practical multi-tool's strong spatula tip is specially designed for breaking up dense ingredients and making roux, while its deep bowl is ideal for stirring
and serving.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional innovations in the kitchen, with all-new advances for
superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil features a task-defined blade made from premium silicone,
as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen tasks.

 Spatula Spoon (marseille Blue)
by LE CREUSET

ISBN: 630870090650
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

This practical multi-tool's strong spatula tip is specially designed for breaking up dense ingredients and making roux, while its deep bowl is ideal for stirring
and serving.The Le Creuset Revolution® tool range represents the next generation of functional innovations in the kitchen, with all-new advances for
superior comfort and control. Developed with chefs and culinary enthusiasts in mind, each utensil features a task-defined blade made from premium silicone,
as well as a carefully crafted wood handle engineered to improve grip for a variety of kitchen tasks.

 Spiralizer
by EPARE

ISBN: 854767005583
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

This compact-sized veggie noodle machine is all you need to make perfect spiral noodles every time. Make yummy pasta out of zucchini, carrots, beets and
more. Even makes sweet potato curly fries! This spiralizer is built to last and made from premium-quality BPA-free plastic. Precision engineered to produce
consistently perfect noodles. Built-in dual blades for thick or thin noodles with no extra blades to store. Disassembles into 3 pieces for easy cleaning. Stores
in kitchen drawer.
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 Spiralizer Jar Set

by KILNER

ISBN: 5010853233550
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

The Kilner® Spiralizer offers the easy way to create spaghetti style spiral ribbons from a variety of hard vegetables as a healthier alternative to pasta. The 1L
Kilner® Jar will collect your spirals directly from the cutting blade and the spare lid is the perfect way to store in the fridge or take your meal to work.
Perfect for courgettes, squash, carrots, beetroot and potatoes. Recipe and care and use instructions included.Contents: 1L preserve jar without lid; 1 piece
spiralizer cutting disk; 1 piece spiralizer screw band; Printed gift box.

 Tongs With Teeth
by CUISIPRO

ISBN: 065506178059
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Metal teeth to securely grip food. Designed to handle both cooking and serving tasks with ease. Metal teeth securely grip all types of food. Patented locking
pull mechanism: Push to open, pull to lock. Loop for hanging. Silicone: Heat resistant to 425ºF/220ºC. Commercial-quality stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.

 Travel Utensil Set (bamboo, With Pouch)
by BAMBU

ISBN: 871853007511
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

Carry your bamboo, reusable travel utensil set wherever you go — camping, picnicking, traveling, or just running around town. Each set includes a fork, a
knife, a spoon, and a cork pouch to keep them all safe and protected.Lightweight and more durable than wood, bamboo is a natural and eco-friendly
choice.Not recommended for microwave or dishwasher.
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